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The 50 most important achievements of a timeless civilization, each explained in
half a minute. Ancient Greek civilization laid the foundations for so many aspects
of modern western life, from architecture to philosophy. But can you recite the
Classical orders with confidence (are you sure what an order actually is?), and
would you be able to define the key contributions of Socrates, Plato, and
Aristotle? 30-Second Ancient Greece offers an engrossing tour of the Hellenic
world, appealingly served up in easily absorbed nuggets. An internationally
bestselling series presents essential concepts in a mere 30 seconds, 300 words,
and one image; Presents a unique insight into one of the most creative and
influential civilizations, where military might and architectural brilliance flourished;
From temples and oracles to soldiers and slavery, from beautiful pottery to tragic
drama, this is the key to understanding the 50 crucial ideas and innovations that
developed and defined one of the world’s greatest civilizations.
For Schools, Tradesmen, Craftsmen (Revised Edition) By Murray Bovin; Revised
by Peter M. Bovin An excellent project-oriented book for silversmiths. Contains
the latest metal techniques including forming, constructing and decorating.
In the struggle to create an indigenous industry, in the efforts to encourage and
support the work of metals craftsmen, in the defiance of British attempts to
regulate manufacturing of metals, the colonial society developed a metals
technology that became the basis for future industrial growth.
This interesting article will prove of much interest to the amateur electrician and
all those who would like to embark upon making their own lamps. This book
contains classic material dating back to the 1900s and before. The content has
been carefully selected for its interest and relevance to a modern audience.
The first in-depth examination of the fascinating and virtually unknown of armor
and weapons from Tibet, dating from the 13th to the 20th century.
With 600 signed, alphabetically organized articles covering the entirety of folklore
in South Asia, this new resource includes countries and regions, ethnic groups,
religious concepts and practices, artistic genres, holidays and traditions, and
many other concepts. A preface introduces the material, while a comprehensive
index, cross-references, and black and white illustrations round out the work. The
focus on south Asia includes Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, and Sri
Lanka, with short survey articles on Tibet, Bhutan, Sikkim, and various diaspora
communities. This unique reference will be invaluable for collections serving
students, scholars, and the general public.
The definitive reference for jewelry makers of all levels of ability--a complete,
profusely illustrated guide to design, materials, and techniques, as well as a
fascinating exploration of jewelry-making throughout history.
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Critically acclaimed book — widely considered the best on subject — discusses tools, materials,
processes for creating lovely pendants, rings, pins, buckles, and more. 164 illustrations.
METAL TECHNIQUES FOR CRAFTSMENA BASIC MANUAL ON THE METHODS OF
FORMING AND DECORATING METALS-WITH 769 ILLUSTRATIONS.Metal Techniques for
CraftsmenA Basic Manual for Craftsmen on the Methods of Forming and Decorating
MetalsDoubleday Books
In Craftsmen and Jewelers in the Middle and Lower Danube Region (6th to 7th Centuries)
Daniela T?nase uses archaeological evidence to examine blacksmithing and goldsmithing and
shows how the practice was subject to multiple influences.
Melting glass onto metal creates colorful, imaginative, and lustrous designs. “Cohen covers
the traditional forms of enameling as well as some crossover techniques from other crafts such
as raku firing and silkscreen application. Projects by several artists for small items illustrate
specific techniques....Will be very useful in public library or academic crafts
collections.”—Library Journal.
In 'Textile Techniques in Metal', Arline Fisch describes in detail the application of the fibre
techniques to precious and non-precious metals, and then goes on to describe the tools and
materials required.
This handy guide contains a wealth of information on lamps. Contents Include: Table Lamp
Bases, Lampshade Bases, Fundamental Lamp Groups, Methods of Wiring, Tying, Binding,
Lamp Styles in Review, Materials for the Lamp Base. This book contains classic material
dating back to the 1900s and before. The content has been carefully selected for its interest
and relevance to a modern audience.
The most trustworthy source of information available today on savings and investments, taxes,
money management, home ownership and many other personal finance topics.

David A. Scott provides a detailed introduction to the structure and morphology of
ancient and historic metallic materials. Much of the scientific research on this
important topic has been inaccessible, scattered throughout the international
literature, or unpublished; this volume, although not exhaustive in its coverage,
fills an important need by assembling much of this information in a single source.
Jointly published by the GCI and the J. Paul Getty Museum, the book deals with
many practical matters relating to the mounting, preparation, etching, polishing,
and microscopy of metallic samples and includes an account of the way in which
phase diagrams can be used to assist in structural interpretation. The text is
supplemented by an extensive number of microstructural studies carried out in
the laboratory on ancient and historic metals. The student beginning the study of
metallic materials and the conservation scientist who wishes to carry out
structural studies of metallic objects of art will find this publication quite useful.
This volume expands understandings of crafting practices, which in the past was
the major relational interaction between the social agency of materials,
technology, and people, in co-creating an emergent ever-changing world. The
chapters discuss different ways that crafting in the present is useful in
understanding crafting experiences and methods in the past, including
experiments to reproduce ancient excavated objects, historical accounts of
crafting methods and experiences, craft revivals, and teaching historical crafts at
museums and schools. Crafting in the World is unique in the diversity of its
theoretical and multidisciplinary approaches to researching crafting, not just as a
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set of techniques for producing functional objects, but as social practices and
technical choices embodying cultural ideas, knowledge, and multiple interwoven
social networks. Crafting expresses and constitutes mental schemas, identities,
ideologies, and cultures. The multiple meanings and significances of crafting are
explored from a great variety of disciplinary perspectives, including anthropology,
archaeology, sociology, education, psychology, women’s studies, and ethnic
studies. This book provides a deep temporal range and a global geographical
scope, with case studies ranging from Europe, Africa, and Asia to the Americas
and a global internet website for selling home crafted items.
The first detailed analysis of Native metalworking in the Protohistoric/Contact
Period. From the time of their earliest encounters with European explorers and
missionaries, Native peoples of eastern North America acquired metal trinkets
and utilitarian items and traded them to other aboriginal communities. As Native
consumption of European products increased, their material culture repertoires
shifted from ones made up exclusively of items produced from their own craft
industries to ones substantially reconstituted by active appropriation,
manipulation, and use of foreign goods. These material transformations took
place during the same time that escalating historical, political, economic, and
demographic influences (such as epidemics, new types of living arrangements,
intergroup hostilities, new political alliances, missionization and conversion,
changes in subsistence modes, etc.) disrupted Native systems. Ehrhardt's
research addresses the early technological responses of one particular group,
the Late Protohistoric Illinois Indians, to the availability of European-introduced
metal objects. To do so, she applied a complementary suite of archaeometric
methods to a sample of 806 copper-based metal artifacts excavated from
securely dated domestic contexts at the Illiniwek Village Historic Site in Clark
County, Missouri. Ehrhardt's scientific findings are integrated with observations
from historical, archaeological, and archival research to place metal use by this
group in a broad social context and to critique the acculturation perspective at
other Contact Period sites. In revealing actual Native practice, from material
selection and procurement to ultimate discard, the author challenges
technocentric explanations for Native material and cultural change at contact.
An illustrated guide offers step-bystep instructions in forming, fabricating, and
finishing metal objects
A human history of silver, complemented by striking photography from the British
Museum, documents its earliest uses from ornaments and furnishings to stores of
wealth, tracing its subsequent applications as a metal of adornment and ritual.
Material is the mother of innovation and it is through skill that innovations are
brought about. This core thesis that is developed in this book identifies skill as
the linchpin of – and missing link between – studies on craft, creativity,
innovation, and material culture. Through a detailed study of early bronze age
axes the question is tackled of what it involves to be skilled, providing an
evidence based argument about levels of skill. The unique contribution of this
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work is that it lays out a theoretical framework and methodology through which
an empirical analysis of skill is achievable. A specific chaîne opératoire for metal
axes is used that compares not only what techniques were used, but also how
they were applied. A large corpus of axes is compared in terms of what skills and
attention were given at the different stages of their production. The ideas
developed in this book are of interest to the emerging trend of ‘material thinking’
in the human and social sciences. At the same time, it looks towards and
augments the development in craft-studies, recognising the many different
aspects of craft in contemporary and past societies, and the particular
relationship that craftspeople have with their material. Drawing together these
two distinct fields of research will stimulate (re)thinking of how to integrate
production with discussions of other aspects of object biographies, and how we
link arguments about value to social models.
Easy-to-follow instructions and carefully executed illustrations make it possible
for anyone to learn the basics of an age-old art form and fashion beautiful, lasting
objects. Author discusses tools and techniques, use of gems and enamels, wire
inlay, casting, and other topics. 72 line illustrations and diagrams.
Metalworking Through History provides a comprehensive, historic overview of the subject of
metalworking while exploring it within its cultural context. It is written from the perspective that
the crafting of objects in metal is a unique way of understanding a particular time and culture.
As a broad encyclopedia of metalworking, it allows the reader to view the different societies
and periods that produced work in this medium as part of a global, interrelated practice.
Comprised of over sixty entries on relevant time periods, cultures, makers and processes, the
book is a much-needed general reference text in the survey of this craft. The subjects span all
the major metalworking periods and peoples, from the rituals of African iron smelting to the
twentieth century studio movement. Outstanding individual makers are highlighted to give
additional insight into the times at which they were active. Furthermore, the materials and
techniques used in the act of metalworking are clearly explained in terms that are easily
understood by a practitioner with tacit knowledge of the medium. Suggested further readings
and cross-references allow for the expansion of research and additional study. It is an
excellent first resource for understanding the concepts and terminology of the ancient and
pervasive craft of metalworking. Volume includes eight pages of color plates, and black and
white photos throughout. Metalworking Through History provides a comprehensive, historic
overview of the subject of metalworking while exploring it within its cultural context. It is written
from the perspective that the crafting of objects in metal is a unique way of understanding a
particular time and culture. As a broad encyclopedia of metalworking, it allows the reader to
view the different societies and periods that produced work in this medium as part of a global,
interrelated practice. Comprised of over sixty entries on relevant time periods, cultures, makers
and processes, the book is a much-needed general reference text in the survey of this craft.
The subjects span all the major metalworking periods and peoples, from the rituals of African
iron smelting to the twentieth century studio movement. Outstanding individual makers are
highlighted to give additional insight into the times at which they were active. Furthermore, the
materials and techniques used in the act of metalworking are clearly explained in terms that
are easily understood by a practitioner with tacit knowledge of the medium. Suggested further
readings and cross-references allow for the expansion of research and additional study. It is an
excellent first resource for understanding the concepts and terminology of the ancient and
pervasive craft of metalworking. Volume includes eight pages of color plates, and black and
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white photos throughout. *Art Deco *Marianne Brandt *Chinese *Dark Ages *Enamel
*Engraving *Georg Jensen *Judaica *Metals and their Alloys *Native American *Plating and
Leaf *Renaissance *June Schwartz *Soldering *South American *Samuel Yellin
The history of American silver offers invaluable insights into the economic and cultural history
of the nation itself. Published here for the first time, the Art Institute of Chicago's superb
collection embodies innovation and beauty from the colonial era to the present. In the 17th
century, silversmiths brought the fashions of their homelands to the colonies, and in the early
18th, new forms arose as technology diversified production. Demand increased in the 19th
century as the Industrial Revolution took hold. In the 20th, modernism changed the shape of
silver inside and outside the home. This beautifully illustrated volume presents highlights from
the collection with stunning photography and entries from leading specialists. In-depth essays
relate a fascinating story about eating, drinking, and entertaining that spans the history of the
Republic and trace the development of the Art Institute's holdings of American silver over
nearly a century.
Ten projects will teach beginners how to cut, shape, heat, treat, and finish a knife.
Bronze ornaments of the Nordic Bronze Age were elaborate objects that served as status
symbols to communicate social hierarchy. An interdisciplinary investigation of the artefacts
(dating from 1500-1100 BC) was adopted to elucidate their manufacture and origin, resulting in
new insights into metal craft in northern Europe during the Bronze Age.
This is the first book to explore prehistoric warfare and violence by integrating qualitative
research methods with quantitative, scientific techniques of analysis such as paleopathology,
morphometry, wear analysis, and experimental archaeology. It investigates early warfare and
violence from the standpoint of four broad interdisciplinary themes: skeletal markers of
violence and weapon training; conflict in prehistoric rock-art; the material culture of conflict; and
intergroup violence in archaeological discourse. The book has a wide-ranging chronological
and geographic scope, from early Neolithic to late Iron Age and from Western Europe to East
Asia. It includes world-renowned sites and artefact collections such as the Tollense Valley
Bronze Age battlefield (Germany), the UNESCO World Heritage Site at Tanum (Sweden), and
the British Museum collection of bronze weaponry from the late Shang period (China). Original
case studies are presented in each section by a diverse international authorship. The study of
warfare and violence in prehistoric and pre-literate societies has been at the forefront of
archaeological debate since the publication of Keeley’s provocative monograph ‘War Before
Civilization’ (Oxford 1996). The problem has been approached from a number of standpoints
including anthropological and behavioural studies of interpersonal violence, osteological
examinations of sharp lesions and blunt-force traumas, wear analysis of ancient weaponry,
and field experiments with replica weapons and armour. This research, however, is often
confined within the boundaries of the various disciplines and specialist fields. In particular, a
gap can often be detected between the research approaches grounded in the humanities and
social sciences and those based on the archaeological sciences. The consequence is that, to
this day, the subject is dominated by a number of undemonstrated assumptions regarding the
nature of warfare, combat, and violence in non-literate societies. Moreover, important
methodological questions remain unanswered: can we securely distinguish between violencerelated and accidental trauma on skeletal remains? To what extent can wear analysis shed
light on long-forgotten fighting styles? Can we design meaningful combat tests based on
historic martial arts? And can the study of rock-art unlock the social realities of prehistoric
warfare? By breaking the mould of entrenched subject boundaries, this edited volume
promotes interdisciplinary debate in the study of prehistoric warfare and violence by presenting
a number of innovative approaches that integrate qualitative and quantitative methods of
research and analysis.
Surface finishing is a major subject in the field of metals. The artistic and technical
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development of decorative or protective finishes has produced some distinctive classes of
metalwork in different parts of the world. Metal Plating and Patination is the most important
reference work to be published surveying the surface treatments used from the inception of
metallurgy to the present day.
Clearly laid out and fully illustrated, this is the only comprehensive book on the subject at an
introductory level. Perfect as a practical reference book for professional and students who work
with excavated materials, and as an introduction for those training as archaeological
conservators.
Julie Blyfield is one of Australia's leading contemporary jewellers. Her work has consistently
kept pace with investigations of location, identity and cross-cultural understanding, and
involves an innovative engagement with traditional jewellery and metalwork techniques
sourced from all over the world.
Volgens arbeidssocioloog Richard Sennett is ambachtelijkheid meer dan louter vakmanschap.
Ambachtelijkheid staat voor een blijvende, basale menselijke neiging: het verlangen om werk
goed te doen omwille van het werk zelf, waardoor we vaardigheden ontwikkelen en gericht zijn
op het werk in plaats van op onszelf. In dit tot nadenken stemmende boek onderzoekt een van
de grootste sociologen van deze tijd het werk van de ambachtsman in heden en verleden,
vergelijkt hij de diepe verbanden tussen materieel bewustzijn en ethische waarden, en
ondergraaft hij algemeen aanvaarde ideeën over wat bijdraagt aan goede arbeid. Sennett reist
in De ambachtsman door tijd en ruimte: van de klassieke Romeinse stenenmakers naar de
goudsmeden van de Renaissance, de drukpersen van de Verlichting in Parijs en de Industriële
Revolutie in Londen, naar de moderne wereld. De ambachtsman is een briljante
cultuurgeschiedenis over onze verhouding tot ons werk.
First printed in the 12th century, here is the earliest treatise on the arts written by a practicing
artist. Offering an essential understanding of pre-Renaissance art and technology, the
Benedictine author details pigments, glass blowing, stained glass, gold and silver work, and
more — information of great importance to craftsmen and historians of art and science. Includes
34 illustrations.
The World in the Year 1000 -- Go West, Young Viking -- The Pan-American Highways of 1000
-- European Slaves -- The World's Richest Man -- Central Asia Splits in Two -- Surprising
Journeys -- The Most Globalized Place on Earth.
Covers clay, plaster building, mold-making, cement, stone carving, wood, plastic, metals,
welding, bronze casting, and sand casting
Provides over 1400 articles that deal with materials and techniques in art from ancient times to
the present, including such media as ceramics, sculpture, metalwork, painting, works on paper,
textiles, video, and computer art.
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